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Abstract— In this paper, we have extensively investigated
the impact of anode recess on the reverse leakage current,
forward voltage (VF), and dynamic characteristics of Au-free
AlGaN/GaN Schottky barrier diodes with a gated edge termina-
tion (GET-SBDs) on 200-mm silicon substrates. By increasing
the number of atomic layer etching (ALE) cycles for anode
recessing, we have found that: 1) the reverse leakage current
is strongly suppressed due to a better electrostatic control for
pinching off the channel in the GET region; a median leakage
current of ∼1 nA/mm and an ION/IOFF ratio higher than 108 have
been achieved in GET-SBDs with six ALE cycles; 2) the forward
voltage (∼1.3 V) is almost independent of the ALE cycles, taking
into account its statistical distribution across the wafers; 3) when
the remaining AlGaN barrier starts to be very thin (in the case of
six ALE cycles), a spread of the ON-resistance, mainly attributed
to the GET region, can occur due to the difficult control of
the remaining AlGaN thickness and surface quality; and 4) the
dynamic forward voltage of GET-SBDs shows a mild dependence
on the ALE process in pulsed I–V characterization, and a more
ALE-dependent dynamic ON-resistance is observed.

Index Terms— 200-mm, AlGaN/GaN, atomic layer
etching (ALE), diode, GET-SBD, leakage, metal–insulator–
semiconductor high-electron mobility transistor (MISHEMT).
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I. INTRODUCTION

SHOTTKY barrier diodes (SBDs) and high-electron
mobility transistors (HEMTs) based on an AlGaN/GaN

heterojunction have emerged as promising candidates to
replace silicon devices for high-power and high-frequency
switching applications due to the superior material properties
of GaN [1]–[6]. The combined wide bandgap of GaN-based
devices and the 2-D electron gas (2-DEG) with high mobility
and sheet density at the AlGaN/GaN interface give rise to
more efficient power devices compared with conventional sili-
con devices. Recently, the demonstration of high-performance
Au-free AlGaN/GaN SBDs and HEMTs on 200-mm silicon
substrate has become a major breakthrough in the field of
power electronics enabling the reduction of manufacturing
cost [7], [8].

In the past few years, many research groups have been
working on AlGaN/GaN SBDs aiming at leakage reduc-
tion, forward voltage improvement, breakdown voltage (BV)
enhancement, and so on. In the OFF-state operation of the
GaN diode, an electric field peak is present at the corner
of the Schottky contact (SC) leading to a high leakage
current [9], [10]. Matioli et al. [11] proposed a 3-D lateral
AlGaN/GaN SBD by integrating a trigate MOS structure with
the Schottky junction. A superior electrostatic control of the
GaN channel was realized in this 3-D anode structure resulting
in an ultralow leakage current of 260 pA/mm [11]. However,
a high forward voltage and an early device breakdown (BD)
were observed in this device. In [2], we demonstrated a
topology of the AlGaN/GaN SBD with gated edge termi-
nation (GET-SBD) by embedding a thin Si3N4 layer as the
edge termination inside the anode trench. The GET-SBD archi-
tecture [schematic is shown in Fig. 1(a)] showed promising
characteristics with significant leakage current reduction at
high voltage operation without sacrificing the forward current.
Compared with the 3-D AlGaN/GaN SBD in [11], the equiva-
lent circuit [Fig. 1(b)] of the GET-SBD topology is composed
of an SBD in series with a metal–insulator–semiconductor
HEMT (MISHEMT). Fig. 1(c) shows the 2-D electric field
distribution of the GET-SBD at −100 V. It is shown that
the GET structure pinches off the GaN channel in the diode
OFF-state and redistributes the electric field [9].
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic cross section of the AlGaN/GaN GET-SBDs fabricated
on a superlattice-based buffer. (b) Equivalent circuit of the GET-SBD com-
posed of an MISHEMT structure embedded in the anode trench in series with
the SBD. (c) 2-D electric field simulation of the anode region at a reverse
voltage of −100 V.

To obtain a better electrostatic control in the GET region,
a more positive threshold voltage (VTH) in this embedded
MISHEMT structure is highly desirable. The approach of suffi-
cient AlGaN barrier recess in the gate area of the AlGaN/GaN
MISHEMT to obtain the enhancement-mode transistors has
been widely used in the literature [8], [12]. An atomic layer
etching (ALE) process, composed of a sequential oxidation
and removal of the AlGaN barrier, has been developed to
allow AlGaN barrier recess with controlled accuracy. With the
increase of the number of ALE cycles in the gate area, more
positive VTH of the MISHEMT can be obtained [8].

In this paper, we demonstrate further reverse leakage
reduction of GET-SBDs by applying various ALE cycles
(0, 2, and 6 ALE) for anode recessing to improve the pinching
off capability at the GET region. TCAD electrical simulations
confirm the impact of ALE on the reverse leakage current
and the idea of better electrostatic control of the channel
with increasing number of ALE cycles. Statistical varia-
tion of leakage current, turn-ON and forward voltages with
ALE cycles is analyzed for GET-SBDs on 3 otherwise
identical 200-mm GaN-on-Si wafers. Moreover, the dynamic
characteristics of GET-SBD with three different ALE cycles
are investigated.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A. Epi-Structure and Device Processing

The AlGaN/GaN epitaxial layers were grown on 200-mm
silicon wafers by metalorganic chemical vapor deposi-
tion (MOCVD). The epi-structure consists of a 10-nm
Al0.25Ga0.75N barrier, a 0.5-nm AlN spacer, a 300-nm GaN
channel layer, a 1-μm GaN:C back-barrier, a 1.65-μm
C-doped AlGaN/AlN supperlattice buffer [13], 40-nm
Al0.3Ga0.7N transition layer, and a 200-nm AlN nucleation
layer on p-type Si(111) substrates. A 5-nm in situ Si3N4,
grown in the MOCVD chamber, is used as the passivation
capping layer of the wafers. The surface of the entire epi-stack
was then encapsulated by a 140-nm Si3N4 layer by means of
rapid thermal chemical vapor deposition (RTCVD).

We used an anode-first approach for the device process.
The removal of the RTCVD and in situ Si3N4 passivation
layer in the anode region was done by SF6 dry etching.
To perform ALE in the anode region, we used a BCl3-based

Fig. 2. Bidirectional capacitance–voltage measurements for GET-SBDs with
three different ALE cycles. More ALE cycles lead to a more positive threshold
voltage of the MISHEMT and the diode.

plasma at low bias power to precisely etch (∼1 nm/cycle)
the AlGaN barrier. Prior to the Si3N4 deposition in the anode
trench to form the edge termination, three ALE conditions
(0, 2, and 6 cycles) were applied on three identical wafers,
the remaining AlGaN barrier thickness was 10, 8, and 4 nm,
respectively. The edge termination was then fabricated by
depositing a 25-nm plasma-enhanced atomic layer deposi-
tion (PEALD)-Si3N4 in the anode trench on top of the recessed
or nonrecessed AlGaN barrier. The center region was opened
to allow the formation of an SC on top of the AlGaN barrier.
Thus an MISHEMT structure is formed next to the Schottky
junction, as shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b). Before the deposition
of the anode metal, an in situ N2 plasma cleaning step was
given to remove traps at the exposed AlGaN surface [14], [15].
The anode metal stack consists of an ionized metal plasma
physical vapor deposited (PVD) TiN-based metal [7]. A stack
of Ti/Al-based metal was used for the cathode contacts, which
was annealed at 550 °C [2].

Capacitance–voltage (C–V ) measurements were performed
at 100 kHz on the GET-SBD from the three wafers with
different ALE conditions. Fig. 2 shows the bidirectional
C–V measurements (from −10 to 0.5 V) for GET-SBDs
with three different ALE cycles, no hysteresis is observed
indicating that negligible electron trapping occurs in this
voltage range. Furthermore, more ALE cycles applied at the
anode area leads to a more positive VTH for the MISHEMT
(VTH,MISHEMT) and the diode (VTH,SC). The positive shifts in
VTH lead to a reduction of 2-DEG density in the GaN channel.
In particular, after six ALE cycles, the 2-DEG is still present
(partially depleted) in the GaN channel under the GET region
at equilibrium (at 0 V), whereas it is completely depleted
under the Schottky metal. The threshold voltages, contact
resistance (RC ), and 2-DEG sheet resistance (Rsheet) for the
three wafers are listed in Table I.

B. Measurement and TCAD Setup

The GET-SBDs studied in this paper have an SC
length (LSC), an anode finger width, and an anode-to-cathode
distance (Lac) of 6, 100, and 5 μm, respectively. The
lateral dimension of the gated edge termination in the anode
trench is 1 μm. The forward and reverse (up to −100 V)
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TABLE I

COMPARISON OF EXTRACTED VTH,MISHEMT, VTH,SC, MEDIAN RC , AND Rsheet FOR THE THREE WAFERS WITH THREE ALE SPLITS

Fig. 3. (a) Typical OFF-state characteristics of GET-SBDs with three different
ALE cycles. (b) TCAD electrical simulations confirm the trend of leakage
reduction with ALE cycles for anode recessing, and a good overlay between
experimental and simulation is shown as well.

characterizations of the GET-SBDs have been performed by
using an Agilent 4073 Ultra Advanced Parametric Tester. The
BD and pulsed I–V measurements were done with an Agilent
B1505A Semiconductor Device Analyzer. The substrate and
the anode were connected to ground, and the voltage was
applied at the cathode contact to minimize the trapping phe-
nomenon [16]. All the measurements were performed at 25 °C.

In order to verify the better electrostatic control with more
ALE cycles, a calibrated TCAD device simulator (Synopsys
Sentaurus Device [17]) has been used to enable electrical
simulations on AlGaN/GaN GET-SBD. In the simulator, two
discrete donor traps at EC −1.65 eV and EC −1 eV, were
defined at the AlGaN barrier/Si3N4 material interface with
a density equal to 2.5 × 1013 cm−2 (similar to [18]) and
1 × 1013 cm−2, respectively. The anode work function was
set to be 4.6 eV. A nonlocal tunneling model [19] has been
used and defined at the anode contact, since tunneling process
is the dominant mechanism in the reverse leakage current of
AlGaN/GaN diodes [9].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Better Electrostatic Control With ALE

The experimental reverse leakage currents of GET-SBDs
with different ALE cycles are shown in Fig. 3(a). A clear
trend of reverse leakage reduction with the number of ALE
cycles is demonstrated. With a remaining AlGaN barrier
of 4 nm, a leakage of ∼1 nA/mm at −100 V is achieved in
GET-SBDs with 25-nm Si3N4 edge termination. TCAD simu-
lations, shown in Fig. 3(b), confirm the trend in leakage current
with ALE and show a good overlay with the experimental
results.

Fig. 4. Electric field distribution in the AlGaN barrier (0.5 nm away from
the anode contact) under a reverse voltage of −100 V for the GET-SBD with
three different recess conditions. Inset: maximal electric field values at the
edge of the SC and the edge of the GET for these three recess conditions.

In the OFF-state, the diode leakage current is dominated
by the electron tunneling from the anode contact through
the AlGaN barrier, into the depleted GaN channel [9]. The
electric field peak at the anode edge determines the band
bending and electron injection in this tunneling process. The
trend of leakage reduction with more ALE cycles can be
explained by the lower number of injected electrons, although
the AlGaN barrier is thinner after recess. In order to verify
this, the simulated electric field distribution (at reverse
voltage VR −100 V) in the AlGaN barrier (0.5 nm away
from the anode contact) for three recess conditions is
shown in Fig. 4. With the embedded edge termination, the
field plate (FP) overhang on the passivation layer and the
metal-1 FP, the OFF-state electric field is redistributed.
The peak value of the electric field at the anode edge, which
directly determines the electron injection, is replotted in the
inset graph in Fig. 4. It shows that the peak E-field at the anode
edge reduces with the number of ALE cycles, which confirms
the trend of leakage reduction. Furthermore, the inset graph
of Fig. 4 shows that the electric field peak in the Si3N4 at
the edge of the GET structure increases with the number of
ALE cycles.

At fixed reverse voltage, the inset graph of Fig. 4 shows the
interplay between the maximal electric field at the anode edge
and the one at the edge of the GET structure. It confirms
that anode recessing lowers the peak E-field at the anode
edge with the cost of increasing the peak E-field in the
Si3N4 dielectric. As the electric field at the edge of the GET
increases with the number of ALE cycles, the channel is better
pinched off in the recessed GET-SBDs. This gives another
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Fig. 5. Statistical evaluation of the leakage current (at VR of −100 V) for
GET-SBDs with three different ALE conditions over the 200-mm wafers.

perspective to understand the leakage mechanism. With a more
positive VTH,MISHEMT in the GET region, a better electrostatic
control of the channel can be achieved. Due to the 2-D
operating principle, the electric field peak at the anode edge
reduces when a better electrostatic control is reached in the
GET region.

Fig. 5 shows the statistical plot of the leakage current (at
anode-to-cathode voltage VR of −100 V) for the GET-SBDs
with the three ALE cycles. In these measurements, data
of 26 GET-SBDs over the 200-mm GaN-on-Si wafers were
collected. The statistical plot confirms that recessed
GET-SBDs have better electrostatic control in the GET
region to pinch-off the channel and reduce the electron
injection from the anode contact. Compared with nonrecessed
GET-SBDs, a leakage suppression by 2-3 orders of magnitude
can be achieved in the GET-SBDs with six ALE cycles
applied. Moreover, it is worth noting that a reduced reverse
leakage spread is achieved when more ALE cycles are
applied. When no ALE is applied, the initial large spread
in the leakage of nonrecessed GET-SBDs may be due to
the thickness variation of the PEALD-Si3N4. When there
is a VTH,MISHEMT variation in the GET region (i.e., due to
thickness variation), the electrostatic control of the GET-SBD
in the OFF-state operation can vary from die-to-die across
the wafer. The spread reduction with more ALE cycles can
be understood as the dominant pinching off capability in
the recessed GET region becomes more uniform. Once the
channel is fully pinched off due to a better electrostatic
control, the leakage of GET-SBDs is suppressed and the
cause for the initial spread of the leakage diminishes.

BD measurements were performed on the GET-SBDs with
different ALE cycles, the results are shown in Fig. 6. The
leakage shown in Fig. 6 is the current from the anode elec-
trode. It is believed that the BD mechanism is related to the
damage at the anode contact. The inset graph in Fig. 6 shows
the statistics of BV for the three conditions. The BV shown
in Fig. 6 corresponds to the voltage when the diode suffers
from hard BD. All the GET-SBDs with different ALE cycles
break approximately at VR of −800 V. It points out that they
all break down due to the same mechanism. Furthermore,
we observe a rising leakage in these three cases when the
VR exceeds a certain value (i.e., kink voltage Vkink). As we
understood that the channel is pinched off in the GET region,

Fig. 6. BD measurement on the GET-SBDs with different ALE cycles.
An increase of leakage current was observed in three cases. Inset: statistics
of BV for GET-SBDs with three different ALE conditions.

Fig. 7. Forward characteristics of three GET-SBDs with different
ALE conditions plotted on (a) semilogarithmic scale and (b) linear scale.
(c) Extracted turn-ON voltage (at forward current 1 mA/mm) and forward
voltage (at forward current 100 mA/mm) for the three wafers.

the leakage current through the PEALD-Si3N4 can be dom-
inant when the voltage across the dielectric is sufficiently
high. This describes exactly what happened for the rising
leakage in the GET-SBDs in Fig. 6. When the VR is below
the value of the Vkink, the leakage for the three GET-SBDs
is almost independent of the voltage due to the electrostatic
control of the GET structure. We drew three parallel lines
in Fig. 6 exhibiting the intrinsic leakage level of the three
GET-SBDs, which are in alignment with the statistical value
in Fig. 5. In this regime, the intrinsic diode leakage (at the
anode edge) dominates. As the VR increases, the voltage across
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Fig. 8. Statistics of (a) extracted barrier height and (b) ideality factor for
the GET-SBDs with three different ALE conditions.

Fig. 9. (a) Statistics of RON for the three wafers. (b) Schematic of the
recessed GET-SBD and the decomposition of RON . Statistics of (c) contact
resistance RC and (d) 2-DEG sheet resistance Rsheet .

the PEALD-Si3N4 rises. At a certain moment (i.e., at Vkink),
the parasitic leakage through the Si3N4 becomes dominant
over the diode leakage and eventually leads to the BD of the
device. The revealed ALE-dependent Vkink is related to the
different voltage drop or E-field in the Si3N4 and most likely
their leakage levels for the three conditions.

B. Impact of ALE on Forward Characteristics

The typical forward characteristics of three GET-SBDs with
different ALE cycles are presented in Fig. 7(a) and (b). With
the ALE process in the anode region, the probability for
electrons in the channel to tunnel through the remaining thin
AlGaN barrier becomes higher. As shown in Fig. 7(a), there
is a negative shift of the forward I–V characteristics for
GET-SBD with more ALE cycles. However, the anode recess-
ing leads to the reduction of the 2-DEG density in the anode
area (under the GET region and the SC). This results in the
increase of the ON-resistance, which is reflected in the slope
changes in the linear-scale graph in Fig. 7(b). The extracted

Fig. 10. Benchmarking graph of the leakage current at VR of −200 V (the
leakage for the work in [11] was taken at −127 V due to an early device BD)
and the forward voltage of lateral AlGaN/GaN Schottky diodes with
Ni/Au-based and Au-free technology.

Fig. 11. Typical pulsed I–V characteristics of GET-SBDs with different
recess conditions.

TABLE II

SUMMARY OF THE MEDIAN VT , VF , AND RON FOR THE

THREE WAFERS WITH THREE ALE SPLITS

ON-resistance for the three cases (0, 2, and 6 ALE) are
2.21, 2.26, and 3.69 � × mm, respectively. Fig. 7(c) shows
the statistics of the turn-ON voltage (at a forward current
of 1 mA/mm) and forward voltage (at 100 mA/mm) for
GET-SBDs with three recess conditions. The median values
of VT , VF , and RON for the three wafers are summarized in
Table II. Negligible difference in the median values of VT and
VF is found, taking into account the statistical distribution.

Fig. 7(c) shows a spread increase in VF when six ALE
cycles are applied. The evaluation of the spread in the appar-
ent barrier height and ideality factor extracted for the three
GET-SBDs based on thermionic emission model [20] shown
in Fig. 8. With the increase of ALE cycles, the apparent
barrier height shows a slight increase which may be related
to the reduction of the 2-DEG density in the recessed anode
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Fig. 12. (a)–(c) Statistical variation of VT and VF for GET-SBDs with the three different ALE conditions. (d)–(f) Dynamic RON of GET-SBDs with the
three different ALE conditions.

region (positive shift of VTH,SC). The spread in the apparent
barrier height does not change with the number of ALE cycles.
However, Fig. 8(b) shows that the extracted ideality fac-
tor and its spread reduce with the number of ALE cycles.
It is most likely that the current transport mechanism depends
strongly on the thickness of the remaining AlGaN barrier.
The large ideality factors for GET-SBDs with zero or two
ALE cycles indicate that trap-assisted tunneling may be the
dominant transport process in the forward operation. Based
on the results in Fig. 8(a), we can concluded that the spread
increase in VF is not due to the variation of the apparent barrier
height.

The forward voltage can be described as

VF = VT + RON × ION. (1)

The larger spread in VF can be ascribed to be the vari-
ation in RON, since the VT variation is shown to be less
ALE-dependent. Fig. 9(a) shows the statistics of RON for the
three wafers, which confirms the large spread of RON for
GET-SBDs with six ALE cycles. As is shown in Fig. 9(b),
the RON of the GET-SBD can be decomposed to be the sum
of RC , Rsheet, and RGET, where RGET is highly dependent on
the ALE cycles. The statistics of RC and Rsheet for the three
wafers are shown in Fig. 9(c) and (d), respectively. These
results exclude that the spread in RON is due to the wafer
variations. As a consequence, the ALE-dependent RON and its
spread in Fig. 10(a) can be attributed to RGET. With more
ALE applied, it results in more variation in the remaining
AlGaN barrier thickness. This leads to the variations of the
2-DEG density and the electron mobility in the channel.

Fig. 10 shows the benchmarking graph of the leakage
current (at VR of −200 V) and the forward voltage of lateral
AlGaN/GaN SBDs from the literature. In this paper, we show
that a gradual leakage reduction can be further achieved in the

GET-SBD by applying more ALE cycles in the anode region
and improving the electrostatic control for the diode OFF-state
operation. Compared with the sophisticated 3-D anode design
in [11] with Ni/Au as the anode metallization, we are able
to fabricate sufficiently low-leakage AlGaN/GaN SBDs in a
Au-free technology without showing early device BD.

C. Dynamic Stability of GET-SBDs With ALE

To evaluate the dynamic stability of GET-SBDs with dif-
ferent ALE conditions, pulsed I–V measurements have been
performed over the 200-mm wafers. More details regarding
the measurement procedure can be found in [21]. Fig. 11
shows the typical pulsed forward I–V characteristics for
different prebias conditions of the three GET-SBDs. All the
GET-SBDs with different ALE conditions show relatively
stable forward characteristics without total current collapse or
pronounced dynamic RON degradation. The ALE-dependent
dynamic VT , VF , and RON are shown in Fig. 12. As indicated
in Fig. 12(a)–(c), an ALE-dependent dynamic VF increase is
observed. With the increase of the stress voltages, the turn-ON

voltage shows very stable characteristics in Fig. 12(a)–(c). The
forward voltage increase is mainly due to the dynamic RON

increase as is shown in Fig. 12(d)–(f). The ALE-dependent
RON spread is also confirmed in Fig. 12(d)–(f). With more
ALE cycles applied, it is possible that more electrons are
trapped in the vicinity of the anode contact (i.e., at the edge
of GET) under OFF-state stress conditions.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper demonstrates a gradual reverse leakage current
reduction of the GET-SBD architecture by improving the elec-
trostatic control at the GET region through increasing number
of anode recessing cycles. The trend of leakage reduction with
the number of ALE cycles has been confirmed by the statistical
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analysis of the experimental data and verified by the TCAD
electrical simulations. GET-SBDs with more ALE cycles
(i.e., six ALE) achieved a median leakage value of ∼1 nA/mm
and a forward voltage of 1.3 V. Due to the better electrostatic
control, the reverse leakage current of GET-SBD maintains
a stable value until the moment when the leakage through
the PEALD-Si3N4 dielectric becomes dominant and eventually
leads to BD. Further analysis of the ON-state characteristics
shows that the ALE process can create variations at the AlGaN
surface, leading to a larger spread of the VF and RON when
six ALE cycles were applied in the GET-SBD. The RON varia-
tion can be the summed effect of 2-DEG density and mobility
variations in the GaN channel under the GET region. The
dynamic characterization of GET-SBDs shows stable forward
characteristics and parameters and a small ALE-dependence.
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